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Trap loss in a two-species Rb-Cs magneto-optical trap
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We investigate inelastic cold collisions in a Rb-Cs mixed-species trap where the rubidium trap loss rate was
measured. We present the experimental results and a qualitative discussion for the observation. These studies
are relevant for high-resolution atomic and molecular spectroscopy, and for the production of mixed-species
Bose-Einstein condensates.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past years, many experiments have been
voted to the study of excited-ground-state cold collisions
ing a sample of trapped cold atoms@1,2#. Recently, there has
been greater interest in the study of collision mechanis
involving two different kinds of atoms in a mixed-speci
magneto-optical trap~MOT! @3–9#. The nature of these col
lisions bears critically on matter-wave coherence a
quantum-statistical condensates of a dilute sample clou
atoms.

Concerning the homonuclear alkali-metal collisio
mechanisms, particular interest has been drawn to the ine
tic processes that lead to atom losses from the MOT. I
well established that the main process causing those loss
radiative escape~RE!, as described in a recent review@2#.
Other mechanisms may contribute to the trap losses, for
stance fine-structure change~FSC!, with a loss rate between
a few percent and 30% of the total loss rate, depending
the atomic species@10–12#. In the low-intensity regime, the
hyperfine change collision~HCC! becomes also an importan
mechanism for losses@2#.

For heteronuclear cold collisions the loss mechanisms
the same ones. However, the internuclear long-range po
tial is weaker and the shorter-range interactions are m
important. The dominant interaction term for the hom
nuclear ground-excited collisions depends onR23, while for
heteronuclear collisions it depends onR26 @13#, with R the
internuclear distance. Thus the colliding atoms have to
much closer for the above-mentioned loss processes e
tively to take place. Therefore the probabilities of tho
mechanisms are considerably modified and within the la
cooling community it is important to identify and to unde
stand the main physical processes involved in the tw
species systems. Furthermore, the results obtained on
species losses will be important for the development
sympathetic cooling between rubidium and cesium, and
the realization of other two-species quantum systems@14#.

In the present investigation we have chosen the Rb
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combination for a study of the two-species trap losses
cause of the large Franck-Condon factor value recently p
dicted for this atomic combination@15#. This means that this
heteronuclear system will provide a large number of grou
excited quasimolecule pairs, and it will be particularly co
venient for performing photoassociative spectroscopy exp
ments.

The Rb-Cs trap losses have been measured in two s
rate experiments, the first one by the Brazilian group and
second one by the Italian group. There are two import
differences between these experiments. In the Brazilian
periment the trap rate was investigated for85Rb in an inten-
sity range from 40 to 250 mW/cm2 and in the Italian experi-
ment the 87Rb trap loss was investigated from 10 to 4
mW/cm2. In both cases the rubidium atoms collide wi
133Cs atoms. The difference in the hyperfine structures of
two rubidium isotopes may play a subtle role in the Rb-
cold collisions, but the present comparison between the
perimental results by the two separate experiments does
show any pronounced difference. The setups in the two
periments are compared in Sec. II. The similar data anal
of the loss rates is presented in Sec. III. The compari
between results and their discussion are in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The Brazilian experiment was based on a closed stainl
steel vapor cell, containing four different reservoirs for s
dium, potassium, rubidium, and cesium atoms@6#. Control-
ling the temperature of the reservoirs and the opening
input valves allowed to choose the species to be trapped.
Italian experiment operates in a quartz cell, containing i
side stainless-steel chamber alkali-metal dispensers pro
ing the cesium and rubidium background atoms. The in
vidual flux of both species was finely controlled through t
current of the dispensers.

The Brazilian experiment used two Ti:sapphire~Coherent
899! lasers, generating the trapping frequencies for both
bidium and cesium, and two stabilized diode lasers to p
vide the repumping transition frequencies. The detunings
trap lasersDT,Rb and DT,Cs, respectively, are specified i
Table I in units of the linewidthsGRb andGCs for the atomic
transitions. In thexy plane there are two independent cou
terpropagating laser beams entering the vapor cell for e
©2001 The American Physical Society06-1
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TABLE I. MOT parameters and typical values in the Brazilian and Italian experiments.

Parameter Brazilian experiment Italian experiment

Colliding species 85Rb-133Cs 87Rb-133Cs
Rb cooling transition 5S1/2(F53)⇒5P3/2(F854) 5S1/2(F52)⇒5P3/2(F853)
Cs cooling transition 5S1/2(F54)⇒5P3/2(F855) 5S1/2(F54)⇒5P3/2(F855)

DT,Rb 20.8GRb 21.4GRb

DT,Cs 21.3GCs 22.0GCs

I tot
Rb 40–250 mW/cm2 10–45 mW/cm2

I tot
Cs 400 mW/cm2 40 mW/cm2

NRb 108 23106

NCs 108 53106

nRb 231010 cm23 1.531010 cm23

nCs 83109 cm23 7.23109 cm23
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species. In thez axis the Rb and Cs laser beams are co
bined in a dichroic mirror. Circular polarized light in thexy
plane is produced byl/4 plates for each species and b
Fresnel rhombs in thez axis. This scheme of independe
optics for each atomic species guaranteed very good co
of the spatial overlap for the two trapped atomic clouds. T
trap laser was operated at about six times more power
the repumper. The number of trapped atoms of both spe
were determined by imaging their fluorescence onto a c
brated photomultiplier tube~PMT!, while their dimensions
were measured with a charge-coupled device camera~CCD!
and passband optical filters. The atomic densities were
tained using these parameters.

The Italian experiment was based on diode lasers
sembled in a master-slave configuration, the rubidium co
ing slave laser being a tapered amplifier with 300-mW out
and the cesium cooling laser a 200-mW diode laser. Ra
tion from both cooling lasers was combined within a sing
mode optical fiber, with 65% transmission at both wav
lengths. All the optical components at the fiber outp
required for the laser cooling of the two species operate
both 780 and 850 nm wavelengths. A fine tuning in the fi
position of the Rb and Cs cold clouds was realized by ins
ing additional quarter-wave plates in order to control ind
pendently the circular polarization of Rb and Cs cooling
sers. The detunings of the trap lasers for both atomic spe
and the cesium total cooling laser intensityI tot

Cs are listed in
Table I. The fluorescence of each trapped atomic species
measured using narrow-band interference filters and c
brated photomultiplier or photodiodes. It was verified th
the transmittance of each interference filters at the o
wavelengths produced a negligible influence on the m
sured quantities. Cold cloud sizes and shapes were meas
with CCD cameras. The number of atoms was derived fr
the fluorescence intensities measured for each species
both Rb and Cs and for all the trap laser intensities, the C
camera images of the cold atom clouds assured the sp
distributions to be very close to Gaussian ones.

In both experiments the MOT parameters~magnetic gra-
dient, laser beam waist! were chosen in order to produce
Gaussian waist@16# of the Rb cloud smaller than that of th
Cs cloud,wRb;1 mm andwCs;1.5 mm for the Brazilian
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experiment, andwRb;0.3 mm andwCs;0.6 mm, respec-
tively for the Italian experiment. Individual trapped densiti
and total numbers of atoms in the two experiments are lis
in Table I. The listed total number of atoms and their dens
presented there for each species represent values in th
sence of the other species.

III. DETERMINATION OF THE CROSS-SPECIES TRAP
LOSS RATE

The trap loss rate was determined from the analysis of
trap loading or unloading signal acquired by either a PMT
photodiode device following a switch on/off sequence of t
trapping lasers beams. We examined the rubidium trap in
presence and the absence of the Cs sample. In this con
ration, the following rate equation describes the tempo
evolution of the numberNRb atoms in the trap:

dNRb

dt
5L2gNRb2bE

V
nRb

2 d3r 2b8E
V
nRbnCsd

3r , ~1!

where L is the loading rate,g is the loss rate caused b
collisions between the trapped Rb atoms and the hot ba
ground gas~composed mainly of thermal Rb and Cs!, b is
the loss rate resulting from collisions among the trapped
bidium atoms, andb8 is the Rb loss rate due to cold coll
sions with trapped cesium atoms,nRb andnCs are the density
profiles of rubidium and cesium atoms, andNRb is the num-
ber of trapped rubidium atoms. We have to emphasize
b8 should be read asbRb-Cs8 , unless mentioned; also, th
subindex arrangement Rb-Cs indicates that the first spe
Rb in this case, is the one in which increased losses
observed when the second species, Cs in this case, is pre
The integration in Eq.~1! is calculated over the whole vol
ume occupied by the Rb atoms.

It is important to mention that if we had chosen to stu
the Cs atoms instead of Rb, Eq.~1! would be identical, ex-
cept for the Cs subindexes. However, there should be
reason forbCs-Rb8 to be reciprocal tobRb-Cs8 , the extra loss
rate coefficient for the Rb sample. The lack of reciprocity
readily justified considering, for example, that the differe
C6 coefficients involved in all possible collision channels
6-2
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each situation are different. Moreover, the trap depths for
two MOT’s are not equal and they may change in differe
ways with the other MOT parameters during the expe
ments.

For Gaussian spatial atomic distributions,nRb(r ,t)
5n0

Rb(t)e22(r /wRb)
2

and nCs(r ,t)5n0
Cs(t)e22(r /wCs)

2
, Eq. ~1!

becomes

dNRb

dt
5L2H g1b8NCsF 2

p~wRb
2 1wCs

2 !G
3/2J

3NRb2bS 1

pwRb
2 D 3/2

NRb
2 . ~2!

Notice that the cloud widthswRb and wCs are implicit
functions of time as the clouds grow during loading in t
constant density regime. This form of Eq.~2! will be useful,
however, when extracting the interspecies loss coefficienb8
from steady-state data.

In the Brazilian experiment the approach applied to der
the loss coefficient relied on the determination of the stea
state values for the rubidium atoms, in the absence and p
ence of Cs. In the absence of Cs, the observation ofNRb(t)
and its mathematical fitting with the solution of Eq.~2! al-
lowed the determination ofb and g. From the steady-stat
values for the rubidium atoms, in the absence and prese
of Cs, we can obtainb8. We denoteNRb the number of the
rubidium atoms in the MOT andwRb its width in absence of
cesium, while theNRb* andwRb* are the corresponding numbe
and waist in the presence ofNCs atoms. The steady-stat
solution of Eq.~2! in the absence and presence of Cs ato
leads to the following relation forb8:

b85Fp~wRb
2 1wCs

2 !

2 G3/2 1

NCsNRb* H g~NRb* 2NRb!

1bF S 1

pwRb* 2D 3/2

NRb* 2S 1

pwRb
2 D 3/2

NRbG J . ~3!

The b8 determination based on this formula will be denot
as the steady-state approach.

For the Italian experiment, the system is operated in
density-limited regime and the rubidium cloud was im
mersed into the region of the cesium cloud where its den
could be assumed constant; in this case, Eq.~2! may be writ-
ten as

dNRb

dt
5L2gNRb2b8nCsNRb2b f ~NRb!nRbNRb

5L2RPNRb, ~4!

where the exponential rateRP for the Rb loading has bee
introduced

RP5g1b8nCs1b f ~NRb!nRb, ~5!

with the factorf (NRb) accounting for the deviation of the R
cloud-density distribution from the uniform densitynRb
value @17#. The exponential loading rateRP of the trap, and
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its dependence on the Cs density given by Eq.~5!, was mea-
sured. Such a technique, to be denoted in the following as
loading method, represents the standard one for the dete
nation of the cold collision rates.

In the Italian experiment, where the loading approach w
applied to deriveb8, the cold cloud image on calibrated pho
todiodes allowed us to record the time dependence of
emitted atomic fluorescence. The transient loading curve
the each species MOT was recorded, blocking the Cs or
repumper light, respectively, while leaving the trap las
always on. An example of the Rb loading in the absence
Cs is shown in Fig. 1~a!. The number ofNRb andNCs atoms
in the absence of the other species was derived from th
fluorescence records. In a second step, in which the Rb
was formed in the presence of the Cs MOT, the calibra
photodiode recorded the loading curve of the Rb trap,
shown also in Fig. 1~a!. With Cs introduced, a reduction o
as much as 30% was observed in the total number of trap
Rb atoms. The number of rubidium atoms was extrac
from the fluorescence signal, even if theb8 determination did

FIG. 1. ~a! Typical loading curves of the Rb MOT recorded b
a photodiode in the Italian experiment in the absence and pres
of cold Cs atoms. ~b! Typical fluorescence time dependence r
corded in the Brazilian experiment during the sequence describe
the text for loading the Rb and Cs MOTs. The signal proportiona
DN5NRb* 2NRb has been marked. MOT parameters listed
Table I.
6-3
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G. D. TELLESet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 033406
not require theNRb value. The fit of the loading curves by th
exponential loading of Eqs.~4! and ~5! determinedRP . Ex-
perimental results forRP versus the total intensityI tot

Rb of the
Rb trap lasers are shown in Fig. 2~a! for both cases of Rb
only and Rb in presence of Cs atoms. Using the definition
Eq. ~5!, the difference between these exponential rates g
the additional loss termb8nCs due to heteronuclear colli
sions. The value ofb8 was derived from the measurement
the density of cesium atoms,nCs. The loading measuremen
reported here suffered from the long-term variations of t
conditions, explicitly avoided in the steady-state proced
applied in the Brazilian experiment. However, it was verifi
that repeating the measurements of the Rb trap in ran
sequences with respect to the absence or presence of C
oms, consistent values forb8 were obtained. As an additiona

FIG. 2. Experimental results for the Rb losses produced by
lisions with Cs in the Italian experiment. In~a! MOT loading rate
RP in units of s21, vs the trap laser total intensityI tot

Rb, with closed
squares for the case of Rb only, and open circles when simultan
Cs cooling took place. In~b! b8 values, in units of 10210 cm3 s21,
derived from the data in~a! using thenCs value of Table I. In~c! b8
values versus ground-state occupationPRb, modified by the Rb
trap laser intensity. Note thatPRb increases with decreasingI tot

Rb.
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check, the MOT loading was used to measure theb values
and to verify their good agreement with those presented
Ref. @18#.

The steady-state technique applied in the Brazilian exp
ment consisted of three steps. The experiment began
blocking one laser beam of each MOT to prevent any kind
species from being trapped. The rubidium laser beam
then unblocked. By imaging the rubidium cloud fluorescen
onto the calibrated photomultiplier, the transient loadi
curve and the steady-state number for the trapped rubid
atoms were determined. When the rubidium MOT reach
its steady-state number, its volume was derived from an
age taken with a CCD camera. In the second step, the Cs
was allowed to form, and the loading process was monito
by the same photomultiplier used to observe the Rb fluo
cence. When the steady state of the Cs trap was reach
new CCD image of the overlapped samples was recorded
the following, the Cs MOT was suddenly emptied by bloc
ing the trap light, and the number of trapped Rb atoms w
determined through the variation of the PMT signal. At th
point, a new CCD picture of the remaining Rb trap w
taken. This procedure defined both the total number
trapped rubidium atoms and the dimensions of the sam
with cold cesium present. The CCD recording process to
under 3 ms, a time insufficient for the rubidium cloud
change, thus preserving the rubidium cloud shape and n
ber assumed in the presence of Cs. As a final step, the
covery of the number and density of rubidium atoms in t
MOT was checked to ensure stability throughout the reco
ing procedure, verifying the full recovery of the initial va
ues. Figure 1~b! shows a typical fluorescence spectrum d
ing the entire sequence described above. When Cs
introduced, a reduction of as much as 10% was observe
the total number of trapped Rb atoms. Theb8 value was
derived from the above procedure making use of Eq.~3!. The
reduction in fluorescence determined that the number
trapped Rb atoms in the steady state as well as the numb
trapped rubidium atoms in the presence of cold cesium
creased relatively to the initial number. The dimensions
the rubidium and cesium samples were derived from sam
images framed during the entire procedure and a digital s
traction. Theb8 values have also been derived applying t
loading approach, i.e., through records of the loading proc
of one species in the presence and absence of the se
species using optical filters, as in previously reported w
@6#, and as performed in the Italian experiment. However,
Brazilian group observed that the data obtained by
steady-state technique varied considerably less in comp
son to those derived from the loading rates, mainly becau
shorter time was required for data acquisition. Hence,
technique is less sensitive to long-term variations of t
conditions.

We have not included the error bars on the plots forRP
and b8 in Figs. 2 and 3 in order to keep the different da
sets as clear as possible. Nevertheless, the existence o
points for each intensity in the Brazilian experiment, Fig.
shows that the statistical uncertainties are around 30%.
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thermore, it has to be mentioned that those were mainly
to errors in the volume measurements of the trapped ato
species.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 reports the measured values for the Rb loss
due to heteronuclear collisions with Cs,b8 (bRb-Cs8 ), versus
the rubidium trap laser intensityI tot

Rb for both experiments.
The hollow and solid squares refer to two different data s
for the 85Rb from the B experiment, while the solid circle
refer to the87Rb data from the Italian experiment. Notic
that the two data sets from the B experiment were deri
from the loading rate and steady-state approaches and
have produced similarb8 values. We have to point out tha
Fig. 3 has to be carefully examined, observing that both
periments have been performed in different experime
conditions. The observed overall behavior ofb8 with the Rb
trap laser intensity does not differ a lot from theb tradition-
ally observed: an increase ofb8 is observed at both ends o
the intensity axis scale. Nevertheless, a comparison betw
b and b8 should always be done with care, once differe
mechanisms of atomic losses could be involved.

Notice that the Rb-Csb8 values are higher up to two
orders of magnitudes than the Rb-Rbb values, for instance
the accurate measurements reported in@18#. One contribu-
tion to this large value arises from the mass ratio effect: si
the Rb mass is smaller than the Cs (mRb/mCs.0.64), at the
end of the collision loss process the energy sharing produ
lighter atoms with greater kinetic energies. Therefore the s
plus of energy compared to the trap potential depth indu
higher trap loss rates for the lighter atom, rubidium in th
case, with 62% of the released energy picked up. The la
values expected for the lighter species represents the m
reason why in the present investigations attention was c
centrated on rubidium. The Brazilian experiment has a

FIG. 3. Rubidium trap laser intensity dependence ofb8 for Rb
in the presence of Cs. The open and closed squares refer to th
different data sets from the Brazilian experiment, while the holl
circles report the data from the Italian experiment, a part of th
plotted in Fig. 2~b!. This figure has to be examined with care, r
membering that the two experiments were performed in differ
conditions. We have not included error bars to avoid congestio
the plot. A typical 20% uncertainty is associated to theb8 measure-
ments, as estimated from the scattering of the data in the Braz
experiment.
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measured the effect of Rb on the Cs trap, obtaining abCs-Rb8
20 times smaller thanbRb-Cs8 , a result showing the nonreci
procity for b8, as discussed before. The observation of su
a large difference, much larger than that expected from
mass ratio alone, is a strong indication that other import
parameters such as interatomic potentials, or the change
trap depth, are very important to explain theb8 observations.
Simple calculations show that all those parameters are
to modify considerably the absolute values~and the behav-
ior! of b8.

As an additional contribution to the largeb8 value, for
heteronuclear collisions the atom pairs come into resona
with the trap lasers at a much smaller internuclear spac
than for the homonuclear case. Therefore in the hete
nuclear case, the quasimolecule acquires a large probab
to dissociate, undergoing intramultiplet mixing that results
a change of the fine-structure level. The kinetic ene
gained in this process by far exceeds the MOT depth and
the fine-structure collisions result in trap losses. Howev
we do not know the actual FSC contribution to the to
heteronuclear trap loss rate.

Notice that theb8 values obtained by the two experimen
correspond to different MOT parameters and also differ
Rb isotopes, as presented in Table I. We believe that
different MOT parameters have a small influence on theb8
values because of the very large energy gained by the
atoms in collision with Cs atoms. On the contrary, for t
Rb-Rb collisions, theb values in the range of low trap lase
intensities are very sensitive to the MOT parameters,
then it results in considerable differences between the
isotopes. Theb dependence on the MOT parameters ari
mainly when the small energy gained by the Rb ato
through hyperfine change collisions may be counterbalan
by the MOT trap depth.

The data in Fig. 3 show for a small range a very lar
change on the absoluteb8 values at low trap laser intensities
On the other hand, a small variation ofb8 was observed
when the laser intensity was increased. The overall chang
b8 is roughly one order of magnitude, in agreement with t
change measured in other heteronuclear alkali metals@7#.

The asymptotic internuclear potentials for heteronucl
ground-excited pairs are not all attractive. For example,
Rb(5P)-Cs(6S) potentials are all repulsive because the a
solute energy value of the Rb first excited state is larger t
that of the Cs atom. The perturbative approach applied
calculate the quasimolecular potentials produces a repul
R26 interaction for those interacting atoms, as analyzed
detail in Ref.@13#. Therefore, collisions between excited R
and ground Cs atoms cannot contribute to the trap loss
because their internuclear distance are not allowed to re
the small values required for the RE and FSC processe
take place. On the other hand, for the case of excited ces
atoms and ground rubidium atoms the attractive interac
potential allows the atoms to reach a short internuclear
tance, with an increase of the trap loss rates.

In order to analyze the dependence ofb8 on the laser
intensity, the Rb(5S)-Cs(6P) collisions may be considere
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G. D. TELLESet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 033406
as the main loss channel. It may be supposed that the
served increase at low trap laser intensities is associated
the hyperfine change collision mechanism@18#. However,
rough calculations with the energy gained during those c
lisions taken into account show the importance of t
mechanism only at intensities lower than the minimum o
served in Fig. 3, even if the 9-GHz hyperfine energy diff
ence is supposed to be completely transferred by the C
oms to the Rb. In fact, the Rbb loss data of@18# present a
minimum at lower intensities. On the other hand, an imp
tant role associated with the Cs HCC would support the si
lar behavior observed for the two isotopes. To understand
trap laser dependence, note that the Cs(6P) population re-
mains constant when the Rb trap laser intensity changes,
two different mechanisms play a role. The rubidium tr
depth decreases with the rubidium trap laser intensity, t
the rubidium atoms escape more easily from a shallow
tential. Furthermore, the Rb ground population increa
when the Rb trap laser intensity decreases, providing a la
number of Rb(5S)-Cs(6P) colliding pairs and therefore a
increase of the trap losses since, as explained before,
represents the main loss channel for the crossed species
combination of both mechanisms, the decrease of the
depth and the increase of the Rb ground population, p
duces higher escape probabilities and higherb8 values at
low laser intensities, below 30 mW/cm2, Fig. 3. In order to
test the relative role of the two processes, we have plotte
Fig. 2~c! b8 versus the Rb ground-state fractionPRb, calcu-
lated as the complement to one of the excited-state fract
whose expression was given in@19#. If the modification in
the number of ground-state colliding Rb atoms was the p
dominant mechanism forb8, the data in Fig. 2~c! should
show a linear dependence ofb8 on PRb. Although this lin-
ear dependence is not evident, then we believe that both
ground-state occupation and the trap depth play an impor
role. This observation reinforces the above statement tha
Brazilian and Italian results should be examined taking i
account the different trap depths.

For laser intensities above 60 mW/cm2 b8 still increases
but the variation is smaller than that obtained in the lo
intensity range. It should be mentioned that other trap l
mechanisms are allowed at high laser intensities, and am
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those we shall emphasize the two excited atoms chan
Rb(5P)-Cs(6P); a similar process has been reported
@6,20#. These additional mechanisms may be important in
complete interpretation of our data.

V. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, we have measured the heteronuclear
loss rate for the mixture of trapped85,87Rb and133Cs atoms.
We have determined as in previous works for the other tw
component MOT’s@3–9#, that the absolute values ofb8 are
larger than those of homonuclear loss ratesb for similar
experimental conditions. This result is consistent with t
mass ratio effect, i.e., the lighter atoms will gain more
netic energy and escape more easily from the trap. Furt
more, we believe that the increase observed at the low in
sity of the rubidium trap laser is associated both with t
presence of a shallow trap potential and an increase of the
ground-state fraction, i.e., of those atoms contributing to
trap loss collisions. The nonreciprocity ofbCs-Rb8 andbRb-Cs8
may be related to the mass ratio, the nature of the l
mechanism, the relative values of the attractive potential
efficients, etc.

The present investigation of the inelastic collisions b
tween Rb and Cs cold atoms represents an important
towards a new class of experiments involving binary atom
mixtures. Moreover, the Rb-Cs system, chosen because o
large relative Franck-Condon factor, will bring new perspe
tives to the heteronuclear photoassociation experiments.
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